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Summary 
The lighting technologies of games are sometimes an overlooked aspect which can play a 
major role when it comes to providing a realistic look and feel of a game. When the 
surroundings are for example clear and sunny, you want the surroundings to react 
expectedly with a more vivid and bright look. Likewise when the weather is cloudy or rainy, 
you do not want the ground to look too vivid and bright but more low-contrast and dull. 
There is a need of a dynamic behavior.  
 
Realistic Lighting and Real Nights (RCRN) builds upon technologies called FXAA Post 
Process Injector and SweetFX, which adds various post-processing techniques to achieve a 
better overall image quality and gaming experience. RCRN also adds various advanced 
features such as HDR rendering, Dynamic Interiors and Volumetric Fog. 
 
RCRN offers an easy-to-use game graphics tweaking utility that is used by over 350.000 
users world-wide. The program code is very modular in design, which makes it very easy to 
modify. The performance impact is also very low, despite the added post-processing 
rendering, due to the well-structured program code. 
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Abstrakt 
Ljussättningsteknikernas betydelse för ett spel förbises ibland och kan i själva verket ha en 
stor betydelse när det gäller att fånga en realistisk bild och känsla i spelet. När det är soligt 
och klart väder, är det skäl för naturen att reagera likadant med ett mera färgstarkt och ljust 
förhållande. Samtidigt kan man konstatera att då vädret är molnigt eller regnigt, vill man 
inte att det ska se alltför färgstarkt eller ljust ut, utan man vill ha mera lågkontrastiga färger 
och en mera uniform ljussättning. Det finns helt enkelt behov av ett dynamiskt beteende. 
 
Realistic Lighting and Real Nights (RCRN) bygger på tekniker som kallas för FXAA Post 
Process Injector och SweetFX. Dessa tillför olika efterbehandlingprocesser för att uppnå en 
bättre bildkvalité överlag och förbättra spelupplevelsen. RCRN tillför också en del 
avancerade tekniker såsom HDR-rendering, Dynamic Interiors och Volumetric Fog. 
 
RCRN erbjuder ett lättanvändigt grafikoptimeringsverktyg för spel, som används av över 
350 000 användare runtom i världen.  Programkoden är mycket modulärt designat, vilket 
gör det lätt att göra ändringar i den. Prestandaförlusten är också väldigt låg, trots de 
tillförda efterbehandlingsprocesserna, tack vare en mycket välstrukturerad programkod. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Valaistustekniikkojen merkitystä peleissä ei usein huomioida parhaalla mahdollisella tavalla 
ja itse asiassa valaistuksella voi olla erittäin merkittävä rooli, kun on kyse realistisesta 
ulkonäön ja tunteen luomisesta. Jos aurinko paistaa ja sää on kirkas, on oletettavaa, että 
luonto käyttäytyy samanlaisesti värikkäällä ja kirkkaalla tavalla. Samanaikaisesti voi todeta, 
että jos sää on pilvistä tai sateista, halutaan vähemmän värikkyyttä sekä kirkasta 
ulkonäkymää ja enemmän alhais-kontrastia ja väriä sekä enemmän yhtenäistä valaistusta. 
On itse asiassa tarve dynaamiseen vaihteluun. 
 
Realistic Lighting and Real Nights (RCRN) rakentuu FXAA Post Process Injectorin ja 
SweetFXin pohjalle ja lisää eriliaisia jälkikäsittelyprosessejä parantaakseen kuvalaatua ja 
pelikokemusta. RCRN lisää myöskin eriliaisia kehittyneitä järjestelmiä, kuten HDR-
renderöinti,  Dynamic Interiors ja Volumetric Fog.   
 
RCRN tarjoaa helposti käytettävän pelioptimaatiotyökalun, jolla on yli 350 000 käyttäjää 
erillä puolilla maailmaa. Ohjelmistokoodi on erittäin modulaarinen rakenteeltaan, joka 
tarkoittaa että koodia voidaan helposti muokata.  Suorituskykyhäviö on myöskin erittäin 
alhainen lisätyistä jälkikäsittelyprosesseista huolimatta hyvän ohjelmistokoodin rakenteen 
ansiosta. 
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WORD DEFINITIONS 
UI (User Interface), the interaction between a human and a machine or system is 
referred to as the user interface.  
NPC (Non-player character), in games the non-controllable characters are referred 
to as NPCs. 
AI (Artificial Intelligence), the intelligence of robots, systems or in case of 
computer games, the AI is mostly referred to as the “smartness” of enemy 
NPCs. 
AA (Anti-aliasing), a technique to smoothen out jagged lines to increase image 
quality.  
GUI (Graphical User Interface), is the graphical aid part between a human and a 
system. Menus and other visual aids that make using a program more 
convenient. 
DLC (Downloadable content), is a smaller expansion or additional content to an 
existing game provided typically for a lower price. 
MSAA  (Multi-sample anti-aliasing), the most common AA-technique, has high 
image quality at the cost of pretty high resource usage.  
Rasterisation The process of converting vector graphics (shapes) format into raster image 
(consisting of pixels or dots) for output on a video display. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis will explore more deeply the world of the fantasy game The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim, which is the 5th installment in the best-selling franchise The Elder Scrolls series by 
Bethesda Game Studios in the game industry. My thesis will dig more deeply into a mod 
called RCRN – Realistic Colors and Real Nights, a lighting overhaul mod that I have been 
working on for about a year now, together with a couple of other people, or I should rather 
say friends, that I’ve got the honor of getting to know alongside this interesting journey. 
First there will be a description of the company for which this mod is/was made. Then the 
game itself is described. Finally there is a short description of the company’s developing 
tool Creation Kit.  
1.1 ABOUT BETHESDA SOFTWORKS 
Bethesda Softworks is a worldwide publisher which belongs to the ZeniMax Media Inc. 
family and has a number of success story franchises released under the Bethesda label, 
including DOOM, Quake, The Elder Scrolls, Fallout, Wolfenstein and RAGE. The studios 
that belong to this family are Bethesda Game Studios (which will be talked more about 
later as it is the studio that is relevant to this thesis), ZeniMax Online Studios, id Software, 
Arkane Studios, Machine Games and Tango Gameworks. /1/ 
 
The company was founded in Bethesda, Maryland in 1986 by Christopher Weaver and was 
later on moved to Rockville, Maryland in 1990. /2/ 
1.1.1 BETHESDA GAME STUDIOS 
Bethesda Game Studios (BGS) is the in-house 
developer at Bethesda Softworks led by the game 
director and executive producer Todd Howard. 
Bethesda Game Studios is known for developing 
games such as The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind, 
The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion, Fallout 3 and The 
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. /3/ 
 
The development of The Elder Scrolls started with a small (33) but devoted team of 
enthusiastic people.  
Figure 1. Bethesda Game Studios logo /44/ 
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Figure 2. Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind development team /45/ 
1.1.2 TODD HOWARD 
Todd Howard, the Game Director and Executive Producer 
at Bethesda Game Studios, is one of the world’s most 
important people in the gaming industry and has been 
named among the Top 20 Most Influential People in 
Gaming in GamePro magazine and as one of IGN’s Top 
Game Creators of All Time to mention a few titles. He has 
directed the creation of Fallout 3 as well as The Elder 
Scrolls video game series. /4/ 
Todd was born in 1971 in Lower Macungie Township in 
Pennsylvania and already at a very young age he 
developed an interest in video games. He claims Wizardry 
and Ultima 3 played a big role regarding the future games 
he was to work on. /4/ 
He joined Bethesda Softworks in 1994 and his first notable game development credit was 
designing and producing a first person shooter game called The Terminator: Future Shock 
and the expansion SkyNET. The first The Elders Scrolls title he worked on was The Elders 
Scrolls II: Daggerfall released in 1996 and he was also the project leader and designer of 
The Elder Scrolls Adventures: Redguard released in 1998. He then led the ever growing 
projects The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind and The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion and all their 
downloadable contents (DLCs). After taking a break from The Elders Scrolls series with 
Fallout 3, he then returned to develop the fifth installment, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. /4/ 
Figure 3. Todd Howard, CEO at 
Bethesda Game Studios /46/ 
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1.2 THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM 
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim is the fifth installment in The Elder Scrolls series developed 
by Bethesda Game Studios and published by Bethesda Softworks. It was released for 
Microsoft Windows, Playstation 3 and Xbox 360 on November 11, 2011 and was a huge 
success and the fastest selling PC game on STEAM platform. It generated around 500 
million euros in retail sales the first month. /5/ 
The Skyrim development started in 2008 after Fallout 3 was released. The development 
team consisted both of The Elder Scrolls veterans as well as new talents, forming a team of 
roughly 100 people, the biggest team by far in the history of making an Elder Scrolls title. 
/6/ 
 
Figure 4. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim development team /47/ 
Skyrim’s story resides around the player’s character born with the mysterious powers of 
being dragonborn and the power to “shout” very powerful and dangerous magic using 
dragon language. As you progress you will eventually find out the reasons behind the 
increased dragon activity. An evil and powerful dragon Alduin is set to destroy the world 
and only a dragonborn could possibly put an end to all this. It takes place in the fictional 
province of Skyrim, upon the continent Tamriel and the planet of Nirn. /6/ 
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In the following chapter the development tool will be presented. The tool is supplied by 
Bethesda Game Studios in order to make it possible to modify the game content. There are 
also several 3rd party technologies which can be utilized and these will be described more 
in detail. 
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2.1 CREATION KIT (CK) 
The development tool that is also used by the developers themselves at Bethesda Game 
Studios is called Creation Kit and is distributed for free through the Steam entertainment 
UI-platform. The Creation Kit has been available for all the games developed by Bethesda 
Game Studios including Morrowind, Oblivion, Fallout 3, and Skyrim. 
 
Figure 5. Creation Kit user interface 
According to Ashley Cheng, Production Director, the Creation Kit is a key ingredient to 
the huge success behind the games and he points out how the modding community for 
Morrowind is still very active even 10 years after its release. /7/   
The game developers believe that it is well worth the extra effort to make the game as 
moddable as possible and allow the consumers to “play the game as they like to” and 
therefore it greatly enhances the game’s lifespan as it is an ever changing game content. /7/ 
To make it easier for people to enjoy the mods, Bethesda has teamed up with Valve in 
order to create the Skyrim Workshop which will be described further in chapter 2.2 Mod 
distribution services. /7/  
2.1.1 IMAGESPACES AND WEATHERS 
In the Creation Kit, different locations are governed by the settings for the imagespace and 
weather type in Skyrim. 
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All places need to have an imagespace attached to them but the places do not necessarily 
have to have a weather associated with them. The imagespaces are a collection of basic 
settings such as colors, bloom/HDR, while the weather types govern more settings and 
have a daytime cycle attached to them with different lighting conditions depending on the 
time of the day. Places that do not have weathers attached to them by default would be for 
example houses and dungeons. While it’s easy to understand why dungeons should not be 
affected by outdoor lighting conditions it is more difficult to apply the same thought to 
houses or indoor places as generally houses do have a lot of windows while dungeons 
typically have no connections to the outside world and should remain unaffected by the 
outdoor lighting conditions with a few exceptions here and there. This is how the game 
works by default, though. Of course if you want you could attach weathers also to indoor 
places and dungeons, and the mod RCRN – Realistic Colors and Real Nights actually does 
attach weather types to indoor places but more about that later on.  
2.1.2 RADIANT STORY 
One thing that the Bethesda developers added to the game is the new feature called radiant 
story, a dynamic quest making system that tailors the game content according to the 
actions you take. It records your actions and changes the quests accordingly based on the 
decisions you have made in the game, even changes the difficulty based on your character 
attributes as well as the outcome of different quests. It addresses the common complaint 
about the previous titles that the world seemed a bit too static, with the same quests always 
happening in the same location, no matter how you played the game. /8/ 
As an example, with the new radiant story system, if you for example murder someone, 
there is a chance that the family as well as the community will find out and you may 
become a wanted criminal in the municipality where guards will search for you until you 
cross the border. /8/ 
The AI has also for example earned a sense of developing feelings, either friendship or 
hostility towards a person. If you do different favors for them they may develop a positive 
attitude or if you try to terrorize their homes by stealing items, they may develop a more 
hostile attitude towards you. If you for example barge into a non-playable character 
(NPC)’s home in the middle of the night and you are good friends with the NPC, he may 
even offer you lodging for the night. /8/ 
What often may seem like very small benefits gained from helping out NPCs, like for 
instance helping out a farmer, may eventually trigger into a much larger quest and in some 
cases NPCs may even agree to become your companion and help you out in specific 
situations, which could be a life-saving act when fighting tougher enemies. /8/ 
2.1 SCRIPTING  
The game engine files themselves are closed-source so users obviously cannot modify how 
the game engine renders things. However, the game officially supports scripting, which 
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can be utilized in order to add further functionalities, not present in the original un-modded 
game content. The scripting system is called Papyrus and is somewhat similar to the C 
programming language but with premade game object references to make it easier. A lot of 
information on this scripting language can be found on the official wiki page for the 
Creation Kit at http://www.creationkit.com/category:papyrus  /9/ 
2.1.1 WHAT IS A PAPYRUS SCRIPT? 
A papyrus script is a plain text source file (.psc file) that can be opened and modified in 
any text editor to write and compile it into a format that the game engine can utilize (.pex 
file). /10/ 
The papyrus language can be broken down into different sections: Objects, Functions, 
Events, Variables and Properties. Every script needs to have an object type defined; for 
example, quest, reference, actor, armor etc. These objects then again can have various 
functions attached to them, which can be used to obtain wanted data from the editor’s 
masterfile, for example function: /10/ 
bool playerIsAllowedToFly = Game.GetPlayer().IsAllowedToFly()  
determines whether the player character is allowed to fly or not. Another function 
“StartSneaking()” forces the actor to start sneaking for example. These two functions are 
part of the Actor Scripts. If you try to force “StartSneaking()” on a Book Script for 
example, the compiler will complain and refuse to compile it and complain that the 
function is not part of a book script since the game engine has no intention of letting books 
sneak around. /10/ 
There are also Events which are function calls and are automatically called in the game on 
certain occasions, for example the event “OnDeath()” attached to an actor is sent to Actor 
Scripts when the actor in question dies. This allows you to take actions or respond to the 
event in various ways, such as completing a quest or modifying an actor variable. /10/ 
Variables also exist in the papyrus language script like in many other coding languages and 
are used to store values that can be modified or referenced to be used later in the script. 
/10/ 
A script can also have Properties which are similar to Variables but differ in the sense that 
other scripts can also access or modify them.  /10/ 
Variables and Properties can be defined as a Boolean, an Integer or a Float but they can 
also hold any object type, since it is possible to use pointers, for example between a Quest 
Script and an Actor Script. Also, the scripts can only run in response to the game or other 
scripts, they do not start on their own. /10/ 
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This is a very brief introduction to Papyrus scripting. If you were to explain everything, it 
could possibly become a thesis of its own. As a summary you can say that Papyrus 
scripting looks a bit like the C programming language which can be written with any text 
editor and needs to be compiled afterwards into a game-readable .pex-format. It has 
predefined function calls, Objects, Functions, Events, Variables and Properties that are run 
on certain occasions.   
2.2 BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO GAME DEVELOPMENT AND 
SHADER PROGRAMMING 
Due to limited possibilities of doing your own shader coding for this game, this section 
will only contain a brief introduction to shader programming. Since the thesis later on 
presents a little code extract that touches the subject a little, this will give readers a better 
understanding of what is happening and why. Also, it is only possible to do shader 
programming for the game via 3rd party post-processing technologies that will be discussed 
further down.   
2.2.1 DIRECTX SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT 
A game requires a lot of code to become a finished product and it needs a game engine that 
takes care of various calculations: wind, physics lighting etc. Graphics and artwork also 
need to be implemented into the game and there needs to be a system taking care of all the 
sounds. A lot of games also feature multiplayer based gaming. This is where DirectX steps 
into the picture. Instead of coding everything from the beginning which would be very 
time consuming and can be quite a difficult task, DirectX SDK offers a prebuilt libraries- 
and classes-structure to make it easier to develop a complete game. The latest version as of 
today is DirectX 11.1 but DirectX 9.0c is still quite popular. DirectX consists of several 
major APIs (application programming interface) which simply means a library or 
collection of classes and routines, data structures etc, in other words, a base structure or 
“skeleton” for a program. The most important DirectX APIs are: /11/ 
- Direct3D 
This API takes care of the graphics part in the SDK and makes it easier to draw 
graphics on the screen. Everything from 3D models, texture map models and 3D 
world is made visible through this API.  /12/ /13/ 
 
- DirectShow 
The task for DirectShow API is to handle media streaming. It is like a media 
player for the game that plays various media formats such as MPEG, MP3 etc. 
/12/ /13/ 
 
- DirectInput 
DirectInput reads input from different peripherals’ input devices such as mouse 
and keyboard. It’s the connection between the game and the player’s input. /12/ 
/13/ 
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- DirectSound 
DirectSound allows developers to play various sounds in the game and takes care 
of the audio processing for the game. /12/ /13/ 
 
- DirectPlay 
This API allows for building multiplayer games or games that simply need to 
communicate via different networks. /12/ /13/ 
DirectX exists both as a runtime software and SDK. Users typically download the latest 
required DirectX runtime software in order to be able to play the games while SDK is 
targeted for developers. Both can be found on the Microsoft homepage but the DirectX 
runtimes are also typically included on game DVDs/CDs or within the installer.  /12/  
2.2.2 WHAT IS A SHADER? 
A shader is a computer program or a set of instructions typically rendered on the hardware, 
typically by the graphics processing unit (GPU). Shaders give programmers more 
flexibility and freedom and are a powerful tool to customize the game content to have 
unique and desired visuals. With shaders you can for example perform geometry 
transformations, blend or skin geometry figures, generate color information such as 
specular and diffuse effects, create bump, environment and specular mapping among many 
other things. Since this thesis does not focus on shader programming the effects in question 
will not be explained in depth but to summarize, the shaders basically allow for editing a 
lot of things efficiently directly on the hardware that would otherwise be very resource 
heavy and inefficient in software.  /14/ 
There exist different types of shaders, the most common ones include Vertex, Pixel and 
Geometry shaders. Older generation graphics cards had separate Vertex and Pixel shader 
specifications while modern graphics cards are specified as “unified shaders”, capable of 
handling any type of shaders for more efficient use of processing power. /15/ 
Understanding what shaders do in practice involves a lot of mathematics, specifically a lot 
of matrix calculations. Before you start doing shader programming it is always a good 
thing to revise your maths knowledge to get a better idea of what is happening in the 
background while code is being executed in order to be able to better grasp where things 
are going wrong in case of debugging errors. If this thesis were to bring up the maths 
theory it would quickly translate into a 3D maths lecture book, therefore the author of this 
thesis recommends interested people the following books by Lengyell E. (ed.) 
(Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics – Second Edition, 2004) 
and Tremblay C. (ed.) (Mathematics for Game Developers, 2004).  
Vertex shaders have a broad application usage, as they transform geometry or more 
specifically, manipulate vertices. Moving cloth, hair, water ripples etc. are examples where 
vertex shaders are used. Vertex shaders are not able to create new vertices, they simply 
manipulate the position, color and texture coordinate of existing vertices. The purpose of 
Vertex shaders is to transform a vertex’s 3D position in virtual space to 2D coordinates as 
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in how it will appear on the screen, so the objects or geometries on the screen will be 
transforming with the correct 2D coordinates. /15/ /16/  
Pixel shaders are small programs executed once on every pixel. In computer language 
pixels refer to small dots of which the image on the computer screen is drawn. Pixel 
shader’s task is to modify the lighting, coloring and shadowing of pixels as well as to do 
bump mapping, specular highlights and various other effects. /15/   
Geometry shaders are introduced in DirectX 10 and OpenGL 3.2 (were available also in 
OpenGL 2.0+ through use of extensions) and are a relatively new shader type and can be 
seen as a shader type that can do more advanced mesh modification such as geometry 
tessellation (a technique to let 2D textures receive a sense of depthness to them), shadow 
volume extrusion etc. The geometry shaders are executed after vertex shaders and work 
with whole primitives (triangles, polygons, circles etc.) and use the vertices as input, three 
vertices in case of a triangle for example. They can emit zero or more primitives which are 
rasterized and sent as fragments to the pixel shader. /15/ 
2.2.3 SHADER LANGUAGE 
The language for shader programming is usually either GLSL, which is OpenGL-based, 
which will not be covered in this thesis due to the game not featuring the OpenGL SDK 
platform which is the counterpart to DirectX.  The DirectX based counterpart is called 
HLSL and is developed by Microsoft for use with their Direct3D API. /17/ 
HLSL shares some similarities with the C programming language but with its own shader 
constructs, i.e. standardized ways of writing various functionalities or systems in the code. 
It supports scalar datatypes: bool (true or false), int (32-bit signed integer), half (16-bit 
floating point value), float (32-bit floating point value) and double (64-bit floating point 
value). Like many other programming languages there are vectors, matrices, arrays, structs 
and type casts and it supports the operators that are also included in for example C/C++; “-
“, “+”, “*”, “/”, “%”, “++”, “--“ etc. /18/ 
Since later on there will be an extract from an HDR code written in HLSL, it might be best 
to give an example code in order to better understand what is happening. The following 
simple code example is a color correction shader which allows editing of red, green and 
blue color of the picture. 
sampler2D input : register(S0); 
float Red : register(C0); 
float Green : register(C1); 
float Blue : register(C2); 
 
float4 main(float2 uv : TEXCOORD) : COLOR  
{  
    float4 color = tex2D( input , uv);  
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    color.r += Red*color.r;  
    color.g += Green*color.g;  
    color.b += Blue*color.b;  
    return color;  
}  
/19/ 
sampler2D input : register(S0); 
This line samples a 2D texture named input to the texture sample register s0. s0 – s15 are 
read-only sample registers that are used by the pixel shaders. /19/ 
float Red : register(C0); 
float Green : register(C1); 
float Blue : register(C2); 
These lines specify some color variables and add a float to the read-only constant vector 
registers c0 – c2. There exist 4 different types of floats: float (represents just a number like 
in this case), float2 (represents a point in 2D) x,y-plane, float3 (represents a point in 3D) 
x,y,z-plane and float4 (represents a point in 4D) x,y,z,w. /19/ 
float4 main(float2 uv : TEXCOORD) : COLOR  
The main function looks as follows. The main( )-function returns a float4 in this case, 
which is due to the shader returning the color in the form of RGBA, which stands for Red, 
Green, Blue and Alpha (transparency). The float2 uv is the texture coordinate passed into 
the main function. TEXCOORD and COLOR are HLSL language semantics which will 
tell how the parameters are used and in this case uv is a texture coordinate and main( ) a 
color. /19/ 
{ 
float4 color = tex2D( input , uv);  
color.r += Red*color.r;  
color.g += Green*color.g;  
color.b += Blue*color.b;  
return color;  
} 
Above is the content of the main( ) function. A float4 color is set to sample the input based 
on uv coordinates. Tex2D means sampling of a 2D texture. It generates a vector based on 
sampled texture and texture coordinates. The main function must return some color data in 
order to get the shader to compile, in this case it simply returns the original image. 
However, if Red, Green or Blue value is manipulated, the image will receive a different 
color output and the image will have a different color as a result. /19/ 
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2.3 BLOOM AND HDR – WHAT ARE THEY? 
Bloom and High Dynamic Range (HDR) are very often used lighting-related rendering 
techniques in 3D graphics today. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim also uses bloom by default 
in the engine but it does not support HDR. What is interesting though is that while Skyrim 
does not support HDR, the previous installment, The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion did. The 
reason behind this is not publicly known but perhaps the developers thought it was not 
even necessary or there was limited time. To make the game look right with the correct 
HDR settings can be a very picky process. Tweaking it to look right or wrong is a matter of 
adjusting some parameters by 0.1 increments – so from that standpoint it is perfectly 
understandable at least from RCRN development team’s point of view. During the 
development of this mod, the biggest time has been spent on getting the lighting conditions 
in conjunction with HDR suitable in different environments in the game; we are probably 
talking approximately 100 hours here!  
2.3.1 BLOOM 
Bloom is a very often used effect in 3D 
graphics rendering to reproduce an 
imaging artifact of real-world cameras, so 
that fringes of light are produced around 
bright objects and therefore obscuring 
fine details. It basically overlaps lights on 
an object in the front that has a light 
behind it to give a more realistic lighting 
condition. /20/ 
2.3.2 HDR  
In high dynamic range rendering or HDR 
rendering there are lighting calculations 
done in a larger dynamic range. This is 
done to preserve details that may 
otherwise be lost due to low contrast 
ratios. HDR makes the scene more 
realistic, less flat and dull and more vivid 
looking compared to not using HDR 
rendering. Bright things can be really 
bright and dark things can be really dark, 
details can be seen in both is how the 
Nvidia graphics processor summarizes the motivation for HDR rendering. /21/  
Figure 6. Bloom effect seen on the characters due to 
bright outdoor lighting 
Figure 7. Non-HDR rendering (left), HDR-rendering 
(right), from the video game Half Life 2: Lost Coast 
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2.4 3RD PARTY POST-PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES 
Several 3rd party post-processing technologies can be exploited to make a graphics 
enhancing related mod, all of which are developed by different people for free in their own 
spare time. They all come with their own possibilities, advantages and disadvantages. The 
following chapter will describe how these technologies work and what they have to offer. 
2.5 FXAA POST PROCESS INJECTOR 
Fast approximate anti-aliasing (FXAA) Post Process Injector is a post processing 
technology that allows different post processing techniques to be made, including 
antialiasing, sharpening, bloom, color tones adjustments etc. to several different games. It 
is based on the work of Timothy Lottes, an Nvidia engineer mostly known for his work 
behind the antialiasing technique called FXAA. Those that also deserve credits for their 
work on FXAA and the core code of the shaders include nicknamed people HAANDI, 
BeetleatWar1977, [DKT70], fpedace and CeeJay.dk as well as a Violator who coded the 
GUI for FXAA Tool and made some arrangement in the FXAA code/shaders. The source 
code for FXAA injector can be freely downloaded by anyone at 
https://subversion.assembla.com/svn/fxaa-pp-inject/. /22/ 
2.5.1 WHAT IS FXAA? 
FXAA or fast approximate anti-aliasing is an 
antialiasing rendering technique. The goal of 
antialiasing is to smoothen out edge jitter 
caused by diagonal lines or edges.  
FXAA is a very cost-effective single pass 
antialiasing process, which has little to no 
impact on the overall system performance, 
which is this antialiasing method’s biggest 
selling point. It runs as a single-pass filter on a 
single-sample color image and thus can 
provide a memory advantage over MSAA.  
There are five different presets for various 
image quality versus performance benefits: 
preset 0 to preset 4.  
Preset 0 has the highest performance but the lowest quality. It uses a lower quality sub-
pixel aliasing removal filter and only breaks the aliasing on edges. It is not very practical to 
use, it simply shows the lower limits of tunable parameters. Preset 1 has a bit better edge 
detection and adds a higher quality sub-pixel aliasing removal filter as well as increases the 
local contrast range. It is suitable for lower-tier systems such as laptop GPUs. Preset 2 
provides pretty good performance while keeping a pretty high quality image. This preset 
Figure 8. No AA (left), 4xMSAA vs FXAA (right) 
/48/  
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slows down the search acceleration, increases end-of-edge search radius and increases the 
affected local contrast range. Preset 3 is the default preset. It combines good performance 
with high image quality without artifacts. Search acceleration is turned off. Preset 4 is the 
highest quality preset, useful to show the upper limits of tunable parameters. It further 
increases the end-of-edge search radius but the improved quality is very marginal for the 
increase in performance cost.  /23/ 
2.5.2 FXAA TOOL 
The FXAA Tool simplifies the usage by 
offering an easy-to-use graphical interface 
where users can easily change settings 
through categorized tabs according to their 
own preferences. /22/ 
Various settings which can be tweaked are 
offered, such as FXAA Antialiasing, 
Bloom, ToneMap, Techni-Color, Sepia, 
Vignette, Pre and Post Sharpen. There is 
also a basic HDR code but it does not work 
quite right and is not recommended to be 
used and it is also disabled by default. /22/ 
The Antialiasing option allows you to 
enable or disable FXAA, the Pre and Post 
Sharpen allows sharpening to be added in 
two different stages. The Pre Sharpen is 
added in the beginning of the chain while the Post Sharpen is added at the end of the chain 
and follows slightly different algorithms for different end results. The Post Sharpen is a bit 
more resource heavy of the two and can cause compression artifacts in some cases. 
TechniColor and ToneMap allow different tweaks of the color output and balancing of the 
RGB channels. Vignette adds some shadowing or brightening around the corners like a 
frame for a painting and can also be considered as a tweak to mimick the human eye’s 
focusing point while in first person view. /24/ 
 
The system requirements for using the FXAA Injector should be almost the same as for 
Skyrim. It comes with roughly zero to about 5% performance penalties depending on 
system setup and the scene being rendered according to the testing that has been done. 
2.6 ENBSERIES GAME MODIFICATION  
ENBSeries game modification is a graphics enhancing mod developed by Boris Vorontsov. 
It is supported by several popular game titles including The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, 
Grand Theft Auto: 4, Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, Deus Ex: Human Revolution, Flight 
Simulator X, and many more. /14/ 
Figure 9. FXAA Tool user interface 
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It works by modifying game render function calls and then adding its own features 
including SSAO, SSIL, Depth Of Field, Lenz FX, Bloom, HDR, Tone Mapping, 
Sharpening, Vignette, Sun Rays, Shadows, Detailed Shadows, Reflection and various other 
effects. It also features “proxy” capabilities, i.e. the possibility to run two similar lighting 
mods modifying the Direct3D render calls at the same time by running two different 
program .dll files simultaneously. /25/ 
2.6.1 FEATURES 
Screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO) is a technique to simulate the effect called 
ambient occlusion. It is a rather resource heavy effect but it can help to create more depth 
in the game thanks to shadowing applied to the geometries. 
Lenz FX simulates lens flares and reflections of different lights and simulates reflections 
by size and color which can be adjusted in the enbbloom.fx file.  
These are just two examples of ENBSeries specific features and below there is a more in-
depth description of ENBSeries exclusive features. 
 
Figure 10. A flare is simulated from the sun giving it a more powerful orange/red look 
2.6.2 HIGH QUALITY BLOOM 
As mentioned earlier, Bloom is a graphics effect often seen in video games to reproduce an 
imaging artifact of real-world cameras, so that light is produced around bright objects by 
overlapping lights on an object in the front that has a light behind it. 
This mod uses a specific high-quality bloom algorithm based on the “Airy disc” 
phenomenon, which means this affects the whole scene and not only bright areas and gives 
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a more natural lighting than the most commonly used bloom technique in most games 
these days. /26/ 
2.6.3 HIGH QUALITY SCEEN SPACE AMBIENT OCCLUSION  
Screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO) is a rendering technique to more efficiently 
approximate the commonly used ambient occlusion effect in real time. 
Ambient occlusion (AO) is a shading method used in 3D computer graphics in order to 
approximate how objects facing the sun would get the non-reflective surfaces radiated with 
light due to occlusion. Unlike other methods such as Phong shading, ambient occlusion is a 
global method that calculates each point like a function of other geometry in the scene. 
Therefore this method is typically also relatively resource heavy due to a lot of real-time 
calculations being involved. /26/ 
 
Figure 11. Ambient occlusion and diffuse effect creates a more realistic surface shadowing 
2.6.4 SCREEN SPACE INDIRECT LIGHTING 
Screen space indirect lighting (SSIL), which is related to SSAO, simulates how light is 
reflected from nearby surfaces onto another one. This effect helps to balance out the added 
darkness caused by SSAO in addition to enhancing the surface lighting and volumetric feel 
of objects in the game. The color of another surface can also be reflected with this 
technique, which is a very uncommon feature in computer games that are included with the 
ENBseries mod package. /26/ 
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Figure 12. Screen space indirect lighting allows surfaces to reflect lighting from one surface onto another 
2.6.5 BOKEH AND STANDARD DEPTH OF FIELD 
The word bokeh comes from Japanese “boke” and means the blur or the visually pleasing 
quality of the blur in out-out-focus parts of a scene or image. In photography you could 
also refer to the way a lens renders the out of focus points of light. Using different lens 
types can cause designs that blur the image in a pleasing way, while others produce a 
blurring that is unpleasant or distracting – “good” and “bad” bokeh respectively.  
In optics, depth of field (DOF) is the distance between the nearest and furthest back objects 
in a scene which appear acceptably sharp in an image and therefore DOF creates a sense of 
depth in the image or scene. This effect is quite often seen in computer games these days to 
enhance the feeling of depth in a scene and therefore increase realism. /26/ 
 
Figure 13. A comparison of the two different depth of field methods 
In simple terms, the effect makes areas that are in focus appear sharp while out of focus 
areas appear blurred. This should not be confused with the game engine’s own depth of 
field feature which is more subtle and is used to blur out very distant landscapes depending 
on the settings for the particular weather.  /26/ 
2.6.6 SUBSURFACE LIGHT SCATTERING 
Subsurface scattering (SSS) is a way of transporting light, where the light penetrates the 
surface of a translucent object and is then scattered by interacting with the material and 
will exit the surface at a different point. It will usually be reflected a couple of times inside 
the  
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material at irregular angles before passing back out of the material with a different angle 
compared to if it was reflected directly off the surface. This technique is important for 
some materials in 3D graphics rendering to make them look right, such as marble and skin. 
/26/ 
 
Figure 14. Direct surface scattering (left), plus subsurface scattering (middle) and final image on the right 
 
The ENBSeries modification tool is a bit resource heavier due to heavier duty graphics 
processing compared to the FXAA injector and can slow down the computer by approx. 
20~40% depending on the system setup according to the internal testing that has been 
done. 
2.7 MOD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES 
There are many different websites which provide game modifications for Skyrim. The 
following section presents the two by far largest and most popular sites that host Skyrim 
modifications with millions of users in total according to user-base statistics on the 
websites.  
2.7.1 STEAM WORKSHOP 
STEAM Workshop developed in cooperation by Valve and Bethesda is a user-friendly 
web-based UI-platform where people can easily install their preferred mods, which also 
automatically keeps them up-to-date without requiring any further user interaction. 
STEAM Workshop is a convenient platform that displays info about the mod and how to 
use it, maybe some screenshots and in some cases some videos. It is maintained from a 
website with the URL http://steamcommunity.com/workshop/ and is also linked to some 
Steam services. /27/ 
RCRN is having a great success on STEAM Workshop and it is the most popular lighting 
overhaul mod according to the statistics with 1700+ ratings on the Legacy – preset, 900+ 
ratings on the Classic – preset and 700+ ratings on the Pure – preset. More info will be 
disclosed about the different presets later on.  
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Figure 15. STEAM Workshop, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim starter page /49/  
 
2.7.2 SKYRIM NEXUS 
Skyrim Nexus (http://skyrim.nexusmods.com/) is the part of the largest community-driven 
website (nexusmods.com) that is focused on Bethesda content and hosts mods for all 
Bethesda Game Studios developed games, including the Elder Scrolls as well as Fallout 
game series. 
The site allows users to easily search mods by category, popularity and by date besides 
being able to use search. Users can also upload images from their game where others can 
comment and rate them. There is also a forum part which has some parts of the forum 
ingeniously linked to the mods’ comment pages on the website as well as many other 
categories where users can discuss the game and troubleshoot and talk about mods 
amongst many other things. /28/ 
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Figure 16. Skyrim Nexus starter page /50/  
 
Realistic Colors and Real Nights (RCRN) is ranked as number 89 in the “top files” section 
where mods are ranked according to their popularity. It has been quite a stable ranking 
position. It is not the most popular lighting mod on this site but there are lots of loyal 
supporting fans. 
The site also distributes a mod-tool called Nexus Mod Manager (NMM) managed by the 
Nexus staff. The tool allows a convenient way of installing mods by means of a few clicks 
and supports all franchises developed by Bethesda Game Studios. Users can click on a 
button to start downloading a mod directly into the program, where you can then enable or 
disable the mods as you wish and the program installs them for you and keeps the mods 
archived for you if you do not wish to use the mods anymore. It also returns the game to 
the state it was before installing the mod. /28/ 
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Figure 17. Nexus Mod Manager  
The program is open-sourced under a copy-left GPL-license, meaning people are allowed 
to view, edit, modify and even use the code as long as they follow the rules of the GPL 
license. /29/ 
3 LIGHTING GAME MODIFICATIONS 
In the following some of the most popular lighting mods will be presented: their features, 
requirements and other related information. There are many different lighting mods which 
are interesting in their own way but due to the need for conciseness, only the most popular 
ones will be featured in this thesis. 
The mods typically do not provide an in-depth detailed explanation of every change they 
incorporate so naturally it is hard to go into technical details since only the mods’ authors 
know these exact changes themselves so please bear that in mind. One reason for this is the 
competitiveness that exists among the lighting mods. The authors usually try to hide the 
technical aspects of the changes made to the mods, in order to prevent other modders from 
copying their own work as these mods can’t be copyrighted. 
3.1 PROJECT REALITY – CLIMATES OF TAMRIEL 
Project Reality – Climates of Tamriel is a lighting mod developed by jjc71. The mod 
includes a whole new set of content and tweaks. 
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Figure 19. A tundra scene with high quality cloud textures  
 
Figure 18. Project Reality – Climates of Tamriel logo /51/ 
3.1.1 WEATHER OVERHAULS 
The mod’s perhaps strongest selling 
point is the sheer amount of new 
weathers, adding a massive over 506 
new unique weather systems into the 
game and over 2024 stunning days, 
nights, sunsets and sunrises. Besides 
that, it also adds new high-quality 
cloud textures based on real-life 
clouds, which no other corresponding 
lightning mod or weather-related mod 
currently features. It also adds a 
revamped rain system and more intense storms to add more intense atmosphere to the 
world of skyrim. Furthermore it adds fork lightning visuals and new sun and sunglare 
visuals as well as new thunder sounds to bring a better atmosphere to your game. /30/ 
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Figure 21. Interiors have 3 presets; cold, warm, vanilla 
 
Figure 20. A stunning sunset featuring the custom sunglare texture 
3.1.2 LIGHTING, NIGHTS, INTERIORS, DUNGEONS AND CAVES 
OVERHAULS 
The mod adds a new kind of lighting 
system for natural, atmospheric and 
fantasy lighting techniques and lets you 
choose between 3 different presets for 
what the interiors, dungeons as well as the 
nights should look like. The interiors have 
the options of a colder as well as a warmer 
look besides the vanilla look. The dungeon 
look can be picked between vanilla, 
hazardous and hardcore preset, each of 
them with different amounts of lighting to suit your style. The nights also have three 
different presets with different brightness settings, which can change the atmosphere and 
style you play quite a bit since you will be forced to use torches or extra lighting spells 
with the darker setting. /30/ 
The mod also supports combining with the ENBSeries mod files to further enhance the 
graphics but that will also require quite a powerful computer for a smooth run. The author 
provides a nice support to do this by listing different mods which can be used and links to 
them.  
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3.2 REALISTIC LIGHTING WITH CUSTOMIZATION 
Realistic Lighting With Customization is another very known and popular lighting mod 
tweaked by a small group of people led by sydney666. The mod is available for download 
at the Skyrim Nexus site at the URL http://skyrim.nexusmods.com/mods/7654 
 
Figure 22. Realistic Lighting logo /52/ 
3.2.1 FEATURES 
The mod uses no screen shader injection methods or any post-processing and all changes 
are made through the Creation Kit (see chapter 3.1 Creation Kit (CK)). Naturally this 
means that there is very little or no performance cost at all since all the changes are made 
within the game engine itself. Since bloom is disabled by this mod by default (you can 
change that if you like), some users may even notice a slight performance boost under 
some circumstances. /31/ 
3.2.2 EXTERIOR CHANGES 
The sun has been given slightly more color 
and it has also been made brighter for a 
more realistic and natural sun look. The 
sunsets and sunrises have a tweaked sky 
look as well as the cloudy weathers. 
General color tweaks to ambient color have 
been made and nights are made very dark. 
All weather types have a fixed color 
balance and saturation, and the forced 
contrast increase by default has been 
removed so it looks more realistic and natural and consistent according to the author. Also 
the bloom has been removed as, according to the author of the mod, it makes the game 
look more unrealistic. /31/ 
 
Figure 23. A exterior screenshot from version 4.0 
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3.2.3 INTERIOR CHANGES 
Interiors have also been given a major 
overhaul; a certain type of reflected light 
has been removed as, according to the 
author, it looked like a fake light. The 
interiors have also been made darker as the 
vanilla interiors are pretty bright with not 
so much shadowing. The dungeons have 
also been made very dark for a more 
creepy and realistic atmosphere (who 
would keep dungeons lit up nicely in a 
medieval game?) There are also tweaks to saturation and contrast. The bloom has been 
removed in order to fix some overbright issues, the lights such as candles are still giving 
light and in v4.0 the radius for the light has also been tweaked. /31/ 
3.2.4 CUSTOMIZATION 
One important feature with this mod is its 
ability to be customized easily. This is 
done by editing an ini-file, where all 
settings are stored and can easily be 
modified. There are lots and lots of values 
to be tweaked here, global modifiers, 
nighttime multipliers, daytime settings, 
settings for dawn and dusk, interiors and 
dungeons etc. Pretty much everything 
related to lighting is adjustable through this 
ini-file, which is a strong selling point if 
you are into tweaking to make it look 
exactly like you would prefer yourself.  
There is also a bundled java-based utility 
that implements the modified settings in 
the ini-file into the development kit. The 
ini-files can easily be shared and 
distributed among other users so everyone can take part of your tweaked game look. /31/  
Figure 24. Improved interior lighting in v4.0 
Figure 25. A few of the many settings that is tweakable 
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3.3 SKYRIM ENHANCED SHADERS FX 
This lighting mod is an ENB-based (see chapter 3.5, ENBSeries Game Modification) mod 
made by tapioks. Besides its many additional effects, the goal of the mod is to provide an 
enhanced vanilla Skyrim experience without drastically changing the look or feel while 
still using all of the ENB features to bring additional image quality. The mod is available 
on Skyrim Nexus at the URL: http://skyrim.nexusmods.com/mods/822 
 
Figure 26. Enhanced Shaders FX logo /53/ 
There are two different versions of the mod, a “Pure ENB” and “Vanilla Plus”. The Pure 
ENB version disregards Skyrim’s own color correction post-processing in order to apply 
its own features and settings to the game. The Vanilla Plus, on the other hand, is based on 
the default color correction and post-processing settings while adding some ENB effects 
such as SSAO and Depth of Field for an enhanced vanilla Skyrim experience. /32/ 
3.3.1 FEATURES 
Since this mod is an ENB-based mod it naturally comes with a lot of features (see chapter 
3.5, ENBSeries Game Modification). These can be turned off in the ini-file in case they get 
too demanding for the computer.  
The mod basically has all the ENBSeries mod technologies such as Screen Space Ambient 
Occlusion (SSAO), Screen Space Indirect Lighting (SSIL), High Quality Bloom, Bokeh 
Depth of Field to mention a few. They are all tweaked according to the author’s 
interpretation of what is a realistic or nice look. /21/ 
Something worth pointing out is also how well documented the mod is with a manual 
available for download, explaining all of ENBSeries mod technologies in-depth and giving 
some examples as well as providing a full-fledged customization guide on what each 
attribute does. 
Because the mod is using a lot of post-processing, the requirements are pretty high. A 
20~30% performance loss is normal according to some testing that has been made by the 
RCRN development team, so you have to have a reasonably good computer in order to run 
this mod smoothly.      
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4 COMPARISON OF MODS – PROS AND CONS 
It can be hard or unfair sometimes to judge mods as they have different kinds of goals; 
some mods have a more artistic look while others strive for realism. The reference points 
used when it comes to appearance are realism as well as how true the mods stay to the 
originally intended Skyrim Nordic harsh climate look set by Bethesda Game Studios. 
Besides the looks, there are also other factors to consider such as performance impact, ease 
of installation, the presentation of the mod as well as how well documented it is and how 
much support is provided. 
RCRN will be left out of the comparison due to it being unfair to present a mod that has 
been worked on for over a year and as it is bound to get a biased review so instead the mod 
will be presented very thoroughly after this comparison. 
4.1 CLIMATES OF TAMRIEL 
4.1.1 PROS 
- The addition of 506 new unique weather systems into the game and over 2024 
stunning days, nights, sunsets and sunrises makes this mod contain the most varied 
weathers of them all. 
 
- It has got very high-quality good-looking cloud textures and it was also the first 
lighting and weather mod to add that. 
 
- It stays very true to the originally intended Skyrim-look with a cold and harsh 
climate with only very minor differences due to the addition of new cloud textures 
and weathers. 
4.1.2 CONS 
- The lighting conditions look somewhat dull, clear weathers may have an overcast 
feel to them. 
 
- As 506 weathers and over 2024 different daytime, nighttime, dusk and dawn 
varieties are used, the quality or tuning of them all can vary a bit in different 
aspects. Naturally, the higher amounts of varieties in these you decide to use, the 
more time consuming it would be to make every aspect of them perfect so there is a 
high chance some aspects may become slightly less than optimally tweaked.  
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4.2 REALISTIC LIGHTING WITH CUSTOMIZATION 
4.2.1 PROS 
- No noticeable performance hit due to being based on Creation Kit changes only, so 
no additional post processing is taking place. 
 
- Easy to install, works with mod utility Nexus Mod Manager. Uses only an .esp file 
that you can easily disable or enable the mod with. 
 
- Easy to tweak settings with the included export tool. 
 
4.2.2 CONS 
- Disables a lot of bloom rendering techniques used in the default game, which may 
or may not be to everyone’s liking. 
 
- Not always as realistic looking as it could ideally be. During night as well as in 
interiors the lights often expose an oversaturated light from embers, torches and 
other light sources. 
 
4.3 SKYRIM ENHANCED SHADERS FX 
4.3.1 PROS 
- Looks artistically great due to many advanced post-processing rendering techniques 
being involved; SSAO, Bokeh depth of field (refer to chapter 3.5 ENB Series Game 
Modification) etc. 
 
- Very well documented mod, explains what all features are and what they do in a 
very extensive and well-written user guide. 
 
4.3.2 CONS 
- Naturally very high system requirements due to the added post-processing 
rendering techniques, which typically slow down the performance of the game by 
about 20 – 35%! You can disable some features to lessen the performance hit.  
 
- Being based on the ENBseries game modification package it is not the easiest to 
install. Needs some additional manual installation steps to make it work properly. 
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4.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
The performance comparison between all the mods featured in this thesis is done in the 
following way. Four different scenes are used: a town, an indoor, an outdoor and a 
dungeon scene to represent all the different types of scenes represented in the game. The 
popular GPU performance and overclocking utility from MSI called Afterburner as well as 
the Windows Task Manager are used in order to gather performance statistics.  
The performance was gathered in the following way: by using save games and reading the 
statistics from the utilities with a ~3 seconds’ delay from the time the save game had been 
loaded. The character is not moved at all in order to ensure that what is being rendered is 
exactly the same in all tests. Please note frames per second is shortened as FPS in the 
tables.    
TEST SETUP: 
- CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-860 Processor (8M Cache) @ 4.0 GHz 
- GPU: GIGABYTE GTX 460 1GB OC @ 880/1760/2000 MHz 
- RAM: G.Skill 2x2GB @ DDR3-2132    
- Motherboard: GIGABYTE GA-P55-UD5 
- Nvidia driver: GeForce R310 310.70 (WHQL) 
- Operating System: Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 
4.4.1 TEST 1: SOLITUDE (TOWN) 
 
    Figure 27. Solitude, Vanilla Skyrim (no mods used) 
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First up is the scene from port Solitude, an important town located in the northwest of 
Skyrim. This place is demanding due to a lot of shadows rendered by the CPU in this 
game. 
Table 1. Scene 1 (Solitude, town environment) 
Scene 1 - Solitude (Town) 
Mod CPU Usage GPU Usage GPU Memory Usage FPS Difference 
Vanilla Skyrim 47 % 87 % 827 MB 60 - 
Climates of Tamriel 48 % 86 % 1002 MB 58 -3,33 % 
Realistic Lighting 46 % 85 % 983 MB 60 0,00 % 
Enhanced Shaders FX 38 % 99 % 1000 MB 43 -28,33 % 
RCRN 44 % 99 % 998 MB 57 -5,00 % 
 
In this test we can see for example that the custom high-resolution textures in the Climates 
of Tamriel mod adds a slight GPU memory usage overhead leading to a slight performance 
decrease of about 3 % while Realistic Lighting shows no noteworthy performance change 
towards vanilla Skyrim. Enhanced Shaders FX again shows a drop in CPU usage 
indicating that the GPU becomes the bottleneck here with 99 % GPU usage. It also maxes 
out my GPU card’s memory leading to a pretty significant 17 FPS or ~28 % performance 
loss. The RCRN mod also shows an increase in GPU usage and a very slight drop in CPU 
usage. This indicates a minor GPU bottleneck in this case by the GTX 460 1GB graphics 
card, although to a much lesser extent with only about 5 % performance drop, only a little 
bit more than the Climates of Tamriel mod. This can be explained by the additional post-
processing such as HDR processing from the third-party utility FXAA Injector. 
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   Figure 28. Climates of Tamriel 
 
    Figure 29. Realistic Lighting 
 
   Figure 30. Enhanced Shaders FX 
 
   Figure 31. Realistic Colors and Real Nights 
 
This test represents a rainy nighttime scene. As seen, the mods use quite a varying amount 
of darkness settings for nighttime. The RCRN mod features 3 different nighttime settings 
(Legacy, Classic and Pure), and this is the brightest of them, the Legacy preset.  
The Climates of Tamriel mod uses the lowest contrast and saturation setting, resulting in 
quite a colorless and “dull” setting. However, rainy weathers in general tend to have such 
properties in comparison to bright and sunny daytime. Realistic Lighting again has the 
darkest setting in the comparison, as the background tower cannot even be distinguished. 
Enhanced Shaders FX shows a very saturated look judging by the appearance of the 
lighting, which becomes a little oversaturated if you look at the ground of the cobblestone 
street. RCRN has less saturation than Enhanced Shaders FX to the point that the lighting 
does not blur out the details on the ground. 
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4.4.2 TEST 2: JORRVASKR (INDOOR) 
 
    32. Jorrvaskr (indoor) scene, Vanilla Skyrim (no mods used) 
The Jorrvaskr indoor scene was picked and is interesting in the following sense: it is one of 
the most GPU performance dependent scenarios in the game. Extra GPU processing 
certainly will not show any mercy on performance figures here. Treat it as a “worst case 
scenario”, as this scene should have a much higher performance impact than the average 
case scenario. There are certainly much more demanding scenes being rendered in the 
game but when we are comparing GPU versus CPU relative performance impact, this 
particular scene shows a very GPU performance dependent indoor scene scenario. It can be 
seen in the table below, that with all the mods, the table shows 99 % GPU usage and a very 
low CPU usage! (The rule of thumb is that the lower the CPU usage, the higher the GPU 
usage).   
Table 2. Scene 2 (Jorrvaskr, indoor environment) 
Scene 2 - Jorrvaskr (Indoor) 
Mod CPU Usage GPU Usage GPU Memory Usage FPS Difference 
Vanilla Skyrim 35 % 99 % 712 MB 113 - 
Climates of Tamriel 35 % 99 % 798 MB 112 -0,88 % 
Realistic Lighting 37 % 99 % 716 MB 112 -0,88 % 
Enhanced Shaders FX 27 % 99 % 839 MB 66 -41,59 % 
RCRN 29 % 99 % 755 MB 83 -26,55 % 
 
This scene uses a lot less textures loaded into the GPU memory than the previous test as 
can be seen from the above table. Climates of Tamriel and Realistic Lighting show no 
notable difference in performance but Climates of Tamriel, which uses a few custom high-
resolution textures, shows an increase in the use of GPU memory, which can be a problem 
if you are using a lot of other custom high-resolution mods and it could potentially lead to 
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stuttering when the GPU’s VRAM is saturated. Enhanced shaders FX shows an even 
slightly higher VRAM use than Climates of Tamriel and also has the lowest CPU usage. 
This is a sign that the GPU is being the most stressed with this mod, which can be 
concluded by the fact that the frames per second ratio has decreased as low as 66 FPS or 
about 42 % from the standard Skyrim game without any mods! RCRN again also shows a 
pretty significant drop in performance at about 27 %, mostly due to the added post-
processing done by the GPU in an already GPU-taxing scene even before any mods are 
installed. It should be noted once again that this is really “a worst case scenario” so the 
performance hit of the different mods will be higher in this particular scene than 
throughout most of the game. 
 
    Figure 33. Climates of Tamriel 
 
    Figure 34. Realistic Lighting 
 
   Figure 35. Enhanced Shaders FX 
 
   Figure 36. Realistic Colors and Real Nights 
 
The scene above represents an indoor nighttime scene. Climates of Tamriel does not seem 
to show any noteworthy differences compared to the original Skyrim look here as the mod 
focuses on outdoor parts as the mod description claims. If realism is the goal, Enhanced 
Shaders FX is probably a bit too bright for a nighttime look, a common complaint you will 
find on the Internet regarding ENBSeries based mods. The brightness is a bit over-the-top 
in several cases both indoor and outdoor. Realistic Lighting mostly seems to decrease the 
brightness compared to standard settings. RCRN seems to feature a slightly different hue 
and a slightly lower saturation in comparison, giving an overall colder feel that matches 
quite well the Skyrim climate that was intended by the game developer. What is important 
to note here is that RCRN features an exclusive “Dynamic Interiors” feature that will be 
described in chapter 6.2.4 Dynamic Interiors. This feature gives a different look depending 
on the time of the day and even the weather outside! 
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4.4.3 TEST 3: NEAR RIVERWOOD (OUTDOOR) 
 
    Figure 37. Near Riverwood outdoor scene, Vanilla skyrim 
In this test a beautiful outdoor landscape is used during the sunset hours. The landscape is 
located near Riverwood village, a fitting name for a small village located at the outskirts of 
a fierce river with surrounding forests and mountain paths. This scene is interesting for 
testing outdoor performance as it features a pretty large landscape with lots of vegetation, a 
lake and a river path, sun reflecting on the water during the sunset, a cloud pattern, depth 
of field effect (notice how the distant land is “blurred” out to simulate depth better). In 
short, you can see a bit of everything in this particular scene which makes it an excellent 
test. 
Table 3. Scene 3 (Near Riverwood, outdoor environment) 
Scene 2 - Near Riverwood (Outdoor) 
Mod CPU Usage GPU Usage GPU Memory Usage FPS Difference 
Vanilla Skyrim 36 % 97 % 823 MB 60 - 
Climates of Tamriel 37 % 95 % 1009 MB 60 0,00 % 
Realistic Lighting 36 % 97 % 822 MB 60 0,00 % 
Enhanced Shaders FX 34 % 99 % 1010 MB 42 -30,00 % 
RCRN 40 % 99 % 987 MB 57 -5,00 % 
 
In this test the results are a bit more even. Climates of Tamriel shows a significant increase 
in GPU memory usage and maxes out the 1 GB memory available on the GTX 460 
graphics card due to the custom cloud textures available in this mod but it doesn’t show 
any impact on the frame rate but it could potentially lead to a stuttering gameplay. Realistic 
Lighting again shows no difference compared to the stock settings. Enhanced Shaders FX 
shows a maxed GPU usage with a tiny drop in CPU usage, indicating that the GPU starts 
bottlenecking like can be seen in the previous tests too and GPU memory usage is also 
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maxed out. This leads to a significant 30 % performance drop, down from 60 FPS to 42 
FPS! RCRN manages to stay with a very reasonable 5 % drop in performance. 
Interestingly this mod shows an increase in CPU usage here compared to the other mods. 
The only logical explanation to this, judging by the pictures in the comparison below, must 
be RCRN’s tweaked depth of field settings, which are generally reduced a bit from 
standard values especially for clear and cloudy weathers. There are 2 different depth of 
field stages. The first one just adds a basic blur-filter and the second adds a monochromatic 
fog filter that reduces CPU usage. RCRN increases the distance for that second stage in 
this case and thus it leads to an increased CPU usage. The GPU usage has also climbed 
slightly as a result of the extra post-processing but it manages to stay below the GPU’s 1 
GB memory capacity limit, which should still result in a stutter-free gameplay experience. 
 
    Figure 38. Climates of Tamriel 
 
    Figure 39. Realistic Lighting 
 
    Figure 40. Enhanced Shaders FX 
 
    Figure 41. Realistic Colors and Real Nights 
Relatively speaking, the Vanilla Skyrim look does a very good job of portraying a feel of a 
sunset in this test. It may look slightly bland (low contrast) but it does compare favorably 
with other mods when it comes to realism. The Climates of Tamriel mod still looks fairly 
bright. The look is similar to that of daytime even if the sun is nearly approaching the 
mountain level in the background. Also the sun is pretty bright here and bleeding through 
the clouds, which makes it look like the sun would be in front of the clouds. Realistic 
Lighting then again gives a wholly different feel to the scene, much darker and colder 
looking and subjectively speaking it resembles more a fitting look for dawn than for dusk 
perhaps. In figure 37, Enhanced Shaders FX, we can see an exclusive feature to the 
ENBSeries mod utility: a custom sun glare that is greatly enhanced when you look towards 
the sun. Some people could argue it’s maybe overdone, some may think it is realistic. This 
is a matter of personal opinion. At least it can be said that the custom sun glare pretty much 
dominates the scene here. In comparison to Realistic Lighting, RCRN shows a pretty warm 
overall appearance in this scene with somewhat higher contrast settings that create a more 
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clear-looking and dynamic scene. The tweaked depth of field settings for the RCRN mod 
can also be seen here in the sense that the distant mountain landscape shows greater detail 
and is more blurred out in the other mods. Artistically the blurred distant land can appeal to 
some. RCRN’s goal though, is to strive for realism. The “blurring” is still there but to a 
less extent and it is not completely smoothing out the finer details. 
4.4.4 TEST 4: BLACKREACH (DUNGEON) AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
     Figure 42. Blackreach dungeon scene, Vanilla Skyrim 
This dungeon scene represents a rather unique and artistically great-looking dungeon with 
lots of bloom effect to give it a mysterious and a bit foggy feel. A lot of things are being 
processed on the GPU in this scene due to heavy use of bloom effect, lighting and subtle 
fog, making it an interesting dungeon scene test. 
Table 4. Scene 4 (Blackreach, Dungeon environment) 
Scene 4 - Blackreach (Dungeon) 
Mod CPU Usage GPU Usage GPU Memory Usage FPS Difference 
Vanilla Skyrim 38 % 99 % 852 MB 92 - 
Climates of Tamriel 37 % 95 % 862 MB 92 0,00 % 
Realistic Lighting 36 % 92 % 902 MB 99 7,61 % 
Enhanced Shaders FX 27 % 95 % 943 MB 60 -34,78 % 
RCRN 38 % 99 % 883 MB 82 -10,87 % 
 
Here the results vary a lot from about a -35 % drop with Enhanced Shaders FX to around a 
+8 % performance boost for Realistic Lighting. Realistic Lighting disables bloom so a 
performance boost can be expected and the mod also states it may even boost performance 
under some circumstances due to the disabling of some effects, which this test confirms. 
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Enhanced Shaders FX shows a large drop in performance and a much lower CPU usage 
even if the GPU usage remains a quite solid 95 % (tested several times) so the bottleneck 
seems elsewhere but it is very difficult to trace it in this case as the GPU’s video memory 
is not getting saturated either despite being the highest at 943 MB use (not succeeded in 
reaching the mod’s author at the time of writing the thesis).  Climates of Tamriel shows 
quite similar results to Vanilla Skyrim as it does not appear to modify a lot of things in this 
scene judging from the pictures below. RCRN shows a more minor performance decrease 
of about 11 % as there will be a lot of HDR processing taking place in this particular scene 
but the GPU memory use manages to stay reasonably low at 883 MB.  
 
    Figure 43. Climates of Tamriel 
 
    Figure 44. Realistic Lighting 
 
    Figure 45. Enhanced Shaders FX 
 
    Figure 46. Realistic Colors and Real Nights 
In this comparison, there are quite big differences. The Climates of Tamriel mod does not 
seem to affect this particular scene’s appearance but the standard look of this dungeon is 
very well made to begin with. As a result of removing the bloom effect in Realistic 
Lighting, the scene gets very dark and dull. One can make up one’s own mind whether the 
~8 % boost is worth it, for low-spec computers possibly. The high brightness ratio in 
Enhanced Shaders FX is quite obvious in this scene and makes all shadows very bright as 
if the fog were emitting light on its own. Since corresponding places in real life do not 
exist, it is a bit hard to judge what’s realistic in this environment. It gives an artistic 
freedom to modders to express their own interpretation. Therefore it is maybe best to leave 
it for the readers to decide. The tweaked color palette, which is to reduce the default 
slightly greenish hue, can be seen in this particular scene. It gives this scene a little bluer 
hue. Also, the contrast is a bit higher, giving it a more dynamic feeling from shadows 
being a bit darker. The lights are also glowing a little stronger, also thanks to the HDR 
effect, which works pretty well here.  
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That concludes the performance and visual graphics comparison in this thesis. Everyone 
has slightly different priorities when it comes to performance versus the loss of 
performance, whether or not it is worth it so it is best to leave it for the reader to judge. 
Performance-wise on-average values are summarized in the table below. 
Table 5. Average performance comparison results 
Average Results 
Mod CPU Usage GPU Usage GPU Memory Usage FPS Difference 
Vanilla Skyrim 39 % 96 % 804 MB 81,3 - 
Climates of Tamriel 39 % 94 % 918 MB 80,5 -0,92 % 
Realistic Lighting 39 % 93 % 856 MB 82,8 1,85 % 
Enhanced Shaders FX 32 % 98 % 948 MB 52,8 -35,08 % 
RCRN 38 % 99 % 906 MB 69,8 -14,15 % 
 
As seen here, the CPU usage remains pretty similar among all mods except Enhanced 
Shaders FX which shows a slight drop, which is indicating like the earlier tests show that 
the GPU is starting to bottleneck more often as the mod puts a lot more stress on the GPU 
with all the additional effects taking place.  
GPU usage wise, it is no surprise that Realistic Lighting has the lowest GPU usage due to 
the removal of the bloom effect seen earlier in Test 4: Blackreach (Dungeon) that is part of 
the standard Skyrim game. Mods like Enhanced Shaders FX and RCRN see a slight GPU 
usage increase here due to all the additional post-processing.  Memory usage-wise all mods 
show an increase compared to Vanilla skyrim. Realistic Lighting shows the most modest 
increase of about 50 MB while RCRN and Climates of Tamriel show about a 100 MB and 
Enhanced Shaders FX around a 150 MB increase. If you are low on VRAM or use a lot of 
mods that consume extra memory, it could potentially lead to stuttering gameplay, which 
can be even more annoying than a low frame rate.  
When it comes to frames per second (FPS), which is perhaps the most important 
comparison, we can see that Realistic Lighting offers the best performance results that 
actually even boost the performance under some circumstances like seen in test 4. The 
boost is a result of the removal of certain effects. The Climates of Tamriel mod comes very 
close to Vanilla Skyrim, just trailing behind with approx. a 1 % performance drop due to 
using higher-resolution textures. RCRN shows a significantly bigger drop at roughly 14 % 
due to added post-processing taking place, but does not come close to the 35 % drop of 
Enhanced Shaders FX, which offers the most complex post-processing and effects. 
Whether one thinks the additional post-processing is worth spending extra hardware 
resources on is up to everyone to decide on their own. 
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5 RCRN – REALISTIC COLORS AND REAL NIGHTS 
 
RCRN – Realistic Colors and Real Nights is a lighting mod developed by aLaaa, the author 
of this thesis (RPGWiZaRD), PandoraX, damns, MannyGT and ZoCks. It is available on 
SkyrimNexus site, Steam Workshop and through our own website 
http://www.rcrncommunity.com/ 
The goal of this mod is to increase realism and provide an immersive gaming experience 
while staying true to the original Skyrim feel. It is also a very dynamic experience due to a 
number of tweaks and features that have been incorporated such as HDR rendering and 
very dark nights and a dynamic indoor lighting system to mention a few.  
For the RCRN developers it was very important that the whole mod should be modular. 
You should easily be able to disable or enable things or add new features if desired without 
any issues. The FXAA injector base code is using a modular design so the decision was 
fairly easy. 
5.1 THE RCRN TEAM AND ORGANISATION 
The RCRN team consists currently of four active members and one passive member (the 
scripter) who is contacted every once in a while in order to develop and update scripts for 
the mod.  
The roles of the team members are somewhat diffuse, which explains why the thesis has 
been written in this way, describing the mod as a whole and everything related because 
decision making and additions and development of new features are done mostly 
unanimously. While this means that the time and resource management is not ideal, it also 
means that the mod keeps a very high quality since there are multiple persons focusing on 
the same thing so there are less risks that something goes unnoticed or un-optimized. 
However, there are still tasks which are typically done by particular members in the team 
so the following paragraphs briefly describe what the team members’ roles are. 
aLaaa is the CEO of the team and comes from Italy. His main task includes organizing and 
leading the team, as well as making contacts with third party organizations. He also 
designs artwork for the mod and maintains the homepage as well as develops the mod 
using Creation Kit. 
RPGWiZaRD, the author of this thesis, is officially titled “Art Director”, but “Betatester” 
is perhaps a more fitting description. Basically, he takes care of everything related to 
testing, reporting, and providing advisory guidance on how changes should be made if 
necessary. Furthermore a lot of photographs have been taken for comparison’s sake of 
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various real life scenes, mostly sky pictures, pictures of the ground (for ground lighting 
comparisons), winter pictures etc. These pictures have been taken in Finland since Finland 
has a Nordic climate, which is similar to the in-game climate of The Elders Scrolls V: 
Skyrim, which is set in a harsh and Nordic environment. As an example, the mod uses high 
resolution snow textures taken directly from the author of this thesis’ yard! 
ZoCks is a now retired team member from Germany. His contribution includes many hours 
of testing, reporting as well as functioning as a community manager, giving support to 
users with various problems with the mod. 
PandoraX, from US, joined the team in May 2012. He is the current community manager 
and also takes part in the testing. He’s also involved in development and solving a lot of 
bugs that typically each new RCRN version brings. Being a US citizen, his English is 
excellent so he is often given the task to proofread important documents for third parties 
and various status and news updates.     
MannyGT is an Italian and part-time member. He is mainly responsible for scripting and 
has mainly developed the scripts for Dynamic Interiors and Volumetric Fog, which will be 
presented later on. He is a very active mod developer that has developed a lot of mods on 
his own.     
DaMs is a close friend of the CEO’s and is a real coding wiz. His main contribution 
includes his work on the fantastic RCRN Customizer tool which will be presented later on 
and he also helped with the web integration.   
The RCRN team uses IRC (Internet Relay Chat), a dated but still very functional software 
to communicate while developing and socializing. IRC was a popular chat software 
especially in the early 21st century. It is built up of a network and a channel structure but 
the standard interface (alternatives exist) looks a bit like a software from the 90s. This is 
why it may not have such a huge appeal today. There is a public as well as a private 
channel for the team members only. The public channel is located on the irc.mibbit.com 
server with channel “#rcrn”. The channel is a place to discuss bugs that have been found or 
to get support or provide feedback, which is a testament to how much the RCRN team 
cares about its users! 
As a storage solution for the files, the RCRN team uses Dropbox to which only the 
members have access but future plans include putting the files onto a dedicated network 
storage disk. Dropbox is a very convenient way of sharing files between single or multiple 
users as it will sync files between your computer and a server (or “the cloud”). Not only 
does it allow for easy file sharing between users but it also provides backup functionality. 
Files can even be restored to a previous state if they have been overwritten and, best of all, 
it is free of charge. Obviously the free account allows only a smaller space of 2 GB with 
additional space available through simple quests or achievements such as referring a friend 
to Dropbox.        
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5.2 FEATURES 
The RCRN mod is based on the FXAA Post Process Injector (see chapter 3.4, FXAA Post 
Process Injector). Recently an addition based on the “SweetFX” 3rd party post-processing 
injector is offered that is using SMAA technology but that is still under development. A lot 
of work is done via the development kit Creation Kit but we are also adding our own 
developed HDR code as well as a few scripts that will be presented later on. 
5.2.1 HYBRID SHADERS 
Like Bloom and Depth of Field, Hybrid 
Shaders, latest version 3.0, is adjusting the 
colors, contrast and effects to look more 
realistic. /33/ 
It alters the general Skyrim look by 
removing the default greenish layer as 
well as makes the pretty flat color balance 
appear deeper and more dynamic. /33/ 
In version 3.0, the clear weathers no 
longer look “dark” and trees and the 
characters’ faces are brighter when the lighting conditions are supposed to be brighter. The 
RCRN mod has got a less contrast-filled look when the weathers and lighting conditions 
are demanding it. /33/ 
 
5.2.2 THREE PRESETS: LEGACY, CLASSIC AND PURE 
The mod has three different versions available: Legacy, Classic and Pure. The difference is 
in the nighttime and dungeon darkness levels which can be summarized as: 
RCRN Legacy: The brightest of the presets, has the highest visibility of all three presets. It 
is configured with less contrast and a bit brighter nights and dungeons than Classic. With 
this preset, carryable torches won’t be a requirement but can still be an aid. /34/ 
RCRN Classic: The mid-tier preset with darker nights and dungeons than Legacy. It is 
generally playable without a torch; there may be areas where you survive without one 
while other areas may push that threshold to the very limits. Torches are not required but 
recommended. /34/ 
RCRN Pure: The darkest of the presets, has the lowest visibility of all three presets. Uses 
slightly higher contrast levels to aid the depth of the darkness for shadows. Almost pitch 
black nights and dungeons make using torches a necessity for survival and provide a more 
Figure 47. Hybrid Shaders 3.0 on/off comparison 
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intense and immersive gaming experience due to not knowing what is lurking out there in 
the shadows outside the torch radius.  /34/  
 
Figure 48. Comparison of Legacy, Classic and Pure presets 
 
5.2.3 TWINPASS HDR 
RCRN is the first mod to feature real HDR-rendering. Furthermore it has recently been 
doubled to produce even better results, hence the name “TwinPass HDR”. In this way you 
get better reflections and brighter days while not ruining the color balance like a too 
powerful single pass HDR might do. /35/ 
The HDR-rendering method used will ensure that bright days stay bright and dark nights 
remain dark. Furthermore the Skyrim look has been tweaked so that dusk and dawns 
feature warmer colors and more contrast for more realism.  /35/ 
Starting from version 3.0, the HDR processing has been reworked slightly in order to make 
it more efficient and therefore it uses a twin-pass system with the same code twice and the 
values have been tuned so they are the same in both passes. This grants a slightly lower 
performance hit (it is already reasonably low to begin with) as the team also retuned the 
rest of the weathers in order to perfectly match the new HDR system. /35/ 
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Figure 49. A picture showing how the brightness of the color on a tree changes as you move closer to it 
Our HDR code makes calculations based on a focus point and distance. You can see it like 
two overlapping areas with different kinds of lighting properties and, as you move, the 
lighting or colors at the close-up distance get a bit brighter. This is done very smoothly, 
though, not in an on/off fashion.  
Then the RGB channel separator sends the data further to the FXAA post-process called 
Technicolor, where general color balance settings are being taken care of.  
In the following there will be code extracts from the RCRN project. Any further code 
extracts are taken from the same source, i.e. the RCRN project itself. 
float4 HDRPass( float4 colorInput, float2 tex ) 
{ 
float3 c_center = tex2D(s0, tex.xy).rgb; 
float radius1 = 0.793; 
float3     bloom_sum1   = tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-1.5, -1.5) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-2.5, 0) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-1.5, 1.5) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(0, 2.5) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(1.5, 1.5) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(2.5, 0) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(1.5, -1.5) * radius1); 
bloom_sum1 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(0, -2.5) * radius1); 
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bloom_sum1 *= 0.005; 
float3    bloom_sum2   = tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-1.5, -1.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-2.5, 0) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(-1.5, 1.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(0, 2.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(1.5, 1.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(2.5, 0) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(1.5, -1.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 += tex2D(s0, tex + float2(0, -2.5) * radius2); 
bloom_sum2 *= 0.010; 
float dist = radius2 - radius1; 
float3 HDR = (c_center + (bloom_sum2 - bloom_sum1)) * dist; 
float3 blend = HDR + colorInput.rgb; 
colorInput.rgb = HDR + pow(blend, HDRPower) ; 
return colorInput; 
} 
Code extract 1 
 
The c_center is the focus point. The bloom_sum is the white-level detection and applies 
HDR bloom to it in relation to the focus position. 8 instances of bloom_sum are used in 
order to smoothen out the process. 
The declarations start in an “off” position. This is needed because HDR needs to have a 
“dead” point and values need to move in relation to what you are displaying. The radius is 
just the diameter of the focus and “float dist2” is the difference between the focuses, in 
order to handle the fading. 
Blend is then merging the dynamic values into the final color output. The HDR code is 
used two times in order to improve the end result. By using two similar passes the end 
result was better when using one pass with stronger values from our testing. 
5.2.4 DYNAMIC INTERIORS 
Dynamic Interiors is a feature that is also exclusive to RCRN and it was first developed by 
the RCRN team.  Around Skyrim there are now about 30 places using the Dynamic 
Interiors feature, which adds more dynamic lighting conditions to the otherwise static 
lighting conditions indoors in the default unaltered game. /36/ 
The indoor conditions now match outdoor weather conditions and the time cycle. If for 
example there is a thunderstorm, you will now hear thunderstorm sounds and see randomly 
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flashing light while being indoors. The lighting condition becomes darker and less vivid in 
comparison to a clear weather for example. Besides that the daytime time cycle is taken 
into account, which grants different lighting conditions and matches the outdoor lighting 
conditions while being indoors. This means that you get different day, dusk, night and 
morning lighting conditions and this is occurring in a smoothly transitioned way at certain 
hours after 5 PM in the afternoon and 5 AM in the morning. /36/ 
To combat an issue that arose as a result of adding the dynamic lighting conditions to the 
indoor environments, some scripting had to be done to counter a negative side effect. This 
scripting is presented a little further down. When exiting an indoor environment, the 
lighting conditions outdoors were excessively dark and very slowly faded back to their 
intended look. The only way to solve this issue would be with scripting, which thankfully 
Skyrim supports. MannyGT then scripted a code which would check for the current 
weather on a timer basis and then force the same weather type outdoors (from a list of 
plausible weathers occurring in that region) when exiting an indoor environment. Not only 
would this fix the slowly adapting lighting condition issue but also provide more 
immersion as the weather conditions are the same when you enter and exit the indoor 
environment. In the default game, there is a high possibility for the weather to change 
while going indoors, even if you decided to stay indoors for only 3 seconds!  
 
Scriptname rcrn_DynamicInteriorFix extends ObjectReference 
Weather currentWeather 
Float Property delayToSet = 0.1 Auto 
Int InOrOut; 
; In = 1 
; Out = 0 
 
Event OnInit() 
debug.notification("RCRN - Started") 
if !game.getplayer().IsInInterior() 
getWeather() 
RegisterForSingleUpdateGameTime(0.05) 
InOrOut = 0; 
else 
InOrOut = -1; 
endif 
EndEvent 
 
Event OnLocationChange(Location akOldLoc, Location akNewLoc) 
if game.getplayer().IsInInterior() 
if InOrOut != -1 
InOrOut = 1 
UnregisterForUpdateGameTime() 
setTheWeather() 
endif 
else 
if InOrOut == 1 
utility.wait(delayToSet) 
currentWeather.ForceActive(true) 
RegisterForSingleUpdateGameTime(0.05) 
else 
getWeather() 
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endif 
InOrOut = 0 
endif 
EndEvent 
 
Event OnUpdateGameTime() 
getWeather() 
RegisterForSingleUpdateGameTime(0.05) 
EndEvent 
 
function getWeather() 
if !game.getplayer().IsInInterior() 
currentWeather = Weather.GetCurrentWeather() 
endif 
endfunction 
 
function setTheWeather() 
utility.wait(delaytoSet) 
int ClassificationInt = currentWeather.getClassification() 
weather toSet 
int aiElement 
 
if Weather.GetSkyMode() == 3 
 
; check for regular weather 
 
if ClassificationInt == 0 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Pleasant 
 
; Now check if the exterior weather contains a pleasant   
aurora 
 
aiElement = rcrn_PleasantAurora.Length 
While aiElement > 0 
aiElement -= 1 
if currentWeather ==     
rcrn_PleasantAurora[aiElement] 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Pleasant_Aurora 
endif 
EndWhile 
 
elseif ClassificationInt == 1 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Cloudy 
 
; Now check if the exterior weather contains a cloudy aurora 
 
aiElement = rcrn_CloudyAurora.Length 
While aiElement > 0 
aiElement -= 1 
if currentWeather == rcrn_CloudyAurora[aiElement] 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Cloudy_Aurora 
endif 
EndWhile 
 
elseif ClassificationInt == 2 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Rain 
 
; Now check if the exterior weather is stormy 
 
aiElement = rcrn_StormRain.Length 
While aiElement > 0 
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aiElement -= 1 
if currentWeather == rcrn_StormRain[aiElement] 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Storm 
endif 
EndWhile 
 
elseif ClassificationInt == 3 
toSet = rcrn_DI_Weather_Snow 
endif 
 
utility.wait(delaytoSet) 
toSet.ForceActive(false) 
 
endif 
endfunction 
 
Weather[] Property rcrn_PleasantAurora  Auto 
Weather[] Property rcrn_CloudyAurora  Auto 
Weather[] Property rcrn_StormRain Auto 
 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Pleasant Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Pleasant_Aurora Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Cloudy Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Cloudy_Aurora Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Rain Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Snow Auto 
Weather Property rcrn_DI_Weather_Storm Auto 
 
Code extract 2 
 
5.2.5 PREMIUM FXAA 
Premium FXAA is an enhanced version of the original FXAA method used in the FXAA 
Post Process Injector. It features a new FXAA calculation that also works fine together 
with the standard FXAA method in Skyrim. Since v1.6, it has been tweaked in order to 
reduce text fuzziness, which is one of the few disadvantages that the FXAA method comes 
with along with a partial blurring out of the whole scene or image, which is not the case 
with this Premium FXAA. At least it is not noticeable for the human eye. /37/ 
Like it has been explained before, in chapter 3.4 FXAA Post Process Injector, the 
advantage of the FXAA antialiasing method is that it is a less performance hungry version 
compared to the traditional MSAA method according to the testing that has been done by 
the author of this thesis. Some people may even prefer the slightly less sharp look of 
FXAA in comparison to MSAA. /37/ 
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Figure 50. Premium FXAA on/off comparison with MSAA 4x applied 
5.2.6 SUBPIXEL MORPHOLOGICAL ANTIALAISING (SMAA) 
Starting from RCRN v4.0, RCRN is also able to offer a secondary injector AA-method 
developed by Andrej Dudenhefner, also known as “mrhaandi”, dubbed as injectSMAA. It 
was originally a university project, which expanded into a major hobby-based development 
but due to lack of time resources the development pace has slowed down. The first official 
release of injectSMAA v1.0 took place in November 2011, shortly after the launch of The 
Elders Scrolls V: Skyrim. InjectSMAA v1.1 was released shortly after and in December 
followed also a v1.2 update. /38/    
Dudenhefner became interested in whether it would be possible to inject Subpixel 
Morphological Antialiasing (SMAA) in the same way as “some dude” added FXAA-
rendering to games. It did work and since then Dudenhefner has tried to improve the 
compatibility so it would work with as many games as possible as well as work on new 
features. /38/ 
It works with DirectX 9, DirectX 10 and DirectX 11 applications and the code is based on 
injectFXAA. According to the project leader of RCRN, SMAA is an antialiasing method 
which uses a point by point radial angle algorithm for edge detection and therefore has a 
pretty precise blur application. 
5.2.7 REALISTIC LIGHTING 
The adaptive lighting has been developed since RCRN v2.0 and, starting from RCRN v3.0, 
the feature has been dubbed as realistic lighting. It features a very dynamically adapting 
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light. Everything from carryable torches to dungeon chandeliers are dynamically managed 
to provide better immersion. /39/ 
The light emitted is very dependent on the location, current weather lighting conditions and 
the textures it blends with. Different types of weathers have different lighting and shadow 
management during night. In the new version the nighttime darkness and torch lighting 
have been overhauled and provide a lot more realistic behavior where it is very dark 
outside the lit-up area when you are being exposed to a nearby light source. /39/ 
 
Figure 51. Visible torch lighting range during nighttime 
5.2.8 VOLUMETRIC FOG 
If enabled, Volumetric Fog, another 
exclusive feature, is generated during 
foggy weathers to add more atmospheric 
feeling. Together with MannyGT’s coding 
experience and RCRN Team’s design 
capabilities, it resulted in 3 different 
volumetric presets: off (ingame depth of 
field only), subtle and heavy. /40/ 
It comes with a very small performance hit 
but can be easily disabled via RCRN Customizer if desired. /40/ 
The script checks if there is foggy weather when you are outdoors and if there is foggy 
weather it starts the foggy effect. If you are travelling fast, it also checks whether the 
Figure 52. A scene with subtle volumetric fog 
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location has changed in order to avoid that the foggy effect continues to play in a non-
foggy weather. /40/ 
 
Scriptname RCRN_VolumetricFog_v20 extends ObjectReference   
 
Weather currentFogWeather 
EffectShader Property theEffect  Auto   
Weather[] Property theFogs  Auto   
 
Event onLoad() 
  verificaNebbia() 
EndEvent 
 
 
Event OnUpdate() 
  verificaNebbia() 
EndEvent 
 
Event OnLocationChange(Location akOldLoc, Location akNewLoc) 
  theEffect.stop(self) 
  verificaNebbia() 
EndEvent 
 
Function VerificaNebbia() 
 currentFogWeather = Weather.GetCurrentWeather() 
 int aiFogElement = theFogs.Length 
 if !game.getplayer().isInInterior() 
  While aiFogElement > 0 
        aiFogElement -= 1 
if theFogs[aiFogElement] == 
currentFogWeather 
      
   theEffect.play(self) 
       else 
    
 theEffect.stop(self) 
       endif 
  EndWhile 
 else 
  theEffect.stop(self) 
 endif 
 RegisterForSingleUpdate(10) 
EndFunction 
 
Code extract 3 
 
5.2.9 SELECTABLE WEATHER TRANSITION RATE 
Since the dynamic interior script now keeps the same weather when you go outdoors from 
indoors, the weather transitions naturally become fewer. By default the weather changes 
once or twice a day at the most. To elevate this issue, the RCRN team decided to introduce 
a script, coded by MannyGT, which automatically forces a weather transition after a 
certain amount of time. This is selectable on an hourly basis, every 4, 6 or 8 in-game hours. 
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The checks happen as follows: the timer ticks down until a check is forced. It then decides 
whether a change must occur or not and if a change is forced, it checks against the 
plausible weathers for the region and forces the new weather. But since RCRN touts 
realism above anything else, it went one step forward and made the following logical rules 
for the weather change mechanism: 
- If the current weather is clear, the transitioned weather type will be picked between 
the clear and cloudy weathers in the list of the weathers for the region. 
 
- If the current weather is cloudy, the transitioned weather type will be picked from 
the whole list of weathers for the region. 
 
- If the current weather is rainy, the transitioned weather type will be picked between 
the cloudy/foggy/snowy weathers in the list of the weathers for the region.  
 
- If the current weather is foggy, the transitioned weather type will be picked from 
the whole list of weathers for the region. 
 
- If the current weather is snowy, the transitioned weather type will be picked 
between the cloudy/foggy/rainy weathers in the list of the weathers for the region.  
At this time the code is still under development so it will not be presented in this thesis. 
5.2.10 RCRN CUSTOMIZER 
For convenience, RCRN users can take 
advantage of a custom-made GUI tool coded 
by damns in order to more easily tweak the 
settings and manage the game’s appearance. It 
is default included in the automatic installer 
package and the file is put into your Skyrim 
folder.  
The first version was quite simple and allows 
users to choose which of the presets they want 
to use, turn FXAA Antialiasing on/off, turn 
sharpening on/off and choose between subtle, 
heavy or off settings for Volumetric Fog. 
Furthermore it allowed users to start Skyrim 
and it can also open “Advanced” settings 
where you can further tweak the FXAA 
Injector settings in the ini-file where the 
FXAA Injector settings are stored.  
Further down on the application you see a Twitter banner fetching automatically the latest 
feed available from RCRN’s Twitter page. There is also a Steelseries animated banner ad 
Figure 53. The first version of RCRN Customizer 
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below the Twitter banner since Steelseries is now RCRN’s official sponsor. Steelseries is 
one of the largest manufacturers of gaming related peripherals. 
While the first version of the RCRN Customizer pictured above was an important step to 
offering convenient usage, the new version takes it a big leap forward, offering much more 
configurability. 
 
The new RCRN Customizer has a lot more 
functionality, with a lot of added new settings 
as well as most importantly the ability to 
configure FXAA Injector settings as well as 
enable or disable ENBseries mod files directly 
through the customizer.  
Now you are also able to select between the 
normal snow textures, average as well as very 
high resolution textures. As per request, the 
custom intro can also be switched off through 
the customizer. 
The Customizer now also features a whole 
new section for screenshots where you can 
browse the screens as well as easily upload 
and share with your friends! 
A downloadable content or DLC compatibility 
switch has also been added to quickly enable 
the changes added specifically for those 
packages.   
6 RCRN COMMUNITY 
RCRN is not just a mod, it has also built up a community around the mod both on 
SkyrimNexus (http://skyrim.nexusmods.com/) webpage, the Steam Workshop (see chapter 
3.6.1 Steam Workshop) and RCRN’s own homepage (http://www.rcrncommunity.com/).  
6.1 RCRN COMMUNITY WEBSITE 
The website is like a home for anything RCRN-related and also Skyrim in general, design-
driven by aLaaa, an expert hobby graphic designer.  
People can find articles related to news regarding newer versions of RCRN being worked 
on, articles written by Jen “ScaryMonster”, who is the latest member of the team. The site 
also contains the downloadable mod-files, a help center which users can easily navigate 
Figure 54. New version of RCRN Customizer 
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through and find solutions to the most commonly occurring issues and there is even a 
forum where users can further discuss RCRN or Skyrim-related things, news or get 
technical support or simply suggest ideas amongst other things. /41/ 
 
 
Figure 55. RCRN Community website front page /54/ 
6.1.1 WORDPRESS  
The webpage uses WordPress web software as a basis. This software is open source and 
built by hundreds of volunteers and is available for free. It best met the wishes of the 
RCRN team in terms of modular capabilities, which is something that our mod 
emphasizes. 
WordPress is built on PHP and MySQL and licensed under the GPL.  It is the most popular 
content management system with nearly one quarter of the market shares and is trusted by 
more than two thirds of the top million sites. WordPress has a very broad application and is 
available on most platforms, including Windows, Mac OS X, mobile devices such as iOS 
and Android to mention a few. It is using a very user-friendly interface that has a very 
short learning curve with no coding experiences required. /42/ 
6.1.2 FORUM 
The forum is based on Simple Machines Forum (SMF in short) software, a free 
professional grade software that is very easy to use. SMF is written in PHP and uses 
MySQL database, the same as WordPress, which is being used by RCRN to maintain the 
website. SMF supports linking services between the Website management software which 
the RCRN community also utilizes to keep users logged in on the site and forum as a 
whole. 
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Figure 56. RCRN Community forum section /55/ (http://www.rcrncommunity.com/forums/) 
Simple Machines Forum provides excellent control over the site and is very modular 
regarding features. It has over 1000 additional plugins or modifications if the default 
functionality is not enough for you. Recently for example a feature was added to enable the 
most recent posts to pop up just above the forum navigation panel to ease up the work for 
the administrators as well as to give added convenience for the forum users. /43/ 
The website and the forum are popular places for such a small community with about 4000 
registered users. The beta discussion section greatly helps to increase the interest as people 
are able to chase down bugs on their own, which in return also helps the RCRN team to fix 
issues based on what’s been reported. It is a strategy that has worked well for us and we 
cannot stress enough that this mod is really about cooperating with what the users want. It 
is a win-win situation!  
6.2 FOLLOW RCRN ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER 
RCRN also takes advantage of the popular social media portals Facebook and Twitter to 
keep the RCRN fan base up-to-date with the latest feeds about anything RCRN related. 
RCRN may seem like a small project but the team prefers to treat it as if it were a small 
business. Who knows, one day it may turn into an official business organisation so it is 
good practice against challenges that might surface in the future. It never hurts to have as 
widespread an exposure as possible!  
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Figure 57. RCRN Twitter and Facebook social media pages /56/ (https://www.facebook.com/RCRNdev, 
https://twitter.com/RCRNdev) 
 
7 RESULT 
The Realistic Colors and Real Nights mod consists of a small independent development 
team that has over 350 000 users worldwide through especially the portals SkyrimNexus, 
Steam Workshop and RCRNcommunity.com and is one of the major The Elders Scrolls V: 
Skyrim lighting overhaul mods statistically. 
The mod adds several advanced technologies such as HDR rendering, FXAA and various 
post-processing effects with a modular design structure in an easily customizable tool that 
is easily applicable to other games as well.   
As seen in the graphics performance comparison RCRN is able to offer a reasonable 
performance hit of around 14 % with all features activated in exchange for a significantly 
enhanced graphics experience. 
Besides Skyrim, other developers have also expressed an interest in RCRN. For example a 
developer for the Italian army working on a warfare simulator as well as other software 
manufacturers have expressed an interest in RCRN technologies. 
Furthermore the development team working on a standalone version of the very popular 
online Zombie survival game modification for the Arma II game by Bohema Interactive, 
DayZ, is also interested in the lighting rendering capabilities of RCRN. DayZ is a game 
that is not utilizing HDR rendering yet but has a very good potential for it.  
7.1 STARTUP PROJECT 
The University of Modena & Reggio Emilia (Unimore), which is the university at which 
the founder of RCRN is studying, recently agreed on a start-up business collaboration. The 
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university picks up a project, mostly through challenges of some sort two times a year 
through the DemocenterSIPE foundation, a university spin-off for research and innovation. 
This time was an exception though, because the project looked pretty promising on the 
paper according to the professors at the university. The project was granted 5000 euros and 
the university wishes to get a small amount of the shares in return. The project is currently 
in an early stage.  
There are currently two different products or projects planned: RCRN, a long-term project, 
which works like a game graphics optimizing and enhancing utility available for licensing 
for game developers and KATAPULT – a mobile API and application, which aims to 
allow users to play, socialize and manage things via smartphones and tablets connected to 
a PC game. It also allows specific tasks to be executed directly from the tablet or 
smartphone. For instance in a multiplayer first-person shooter game, one person is doing 
the commander task via the phone, calling strategies and giving orders to all other players 
in the same team via a map-like interface through the KATAPULT API, while another 
player is maybe driving an explosive-charged drone ingame with his tablet. The options are 
quite endless and it’s a fresh way to play a game and due to the very drastic explosion of 
sales in smartphones and tablets in the last few years, this is a very viable market today. 
8 DISCUSSION 
There really is not any way to tell which lighting mod is “the best”. The only way to truly 
find out is to try different mods and then decide for yourself as we all have our own 
personal preferences regarding what it should look like and what is important for us. The 
best way to find out is simply to give the different options a try and form an opinion 
thereafter.  
I’m glad that Bethesda Game Studios make their Elder Scrolls games so easy to modify. 
This opens an entire new world of creativity and the lifespan of the games increases 
greatly. It also offers independent small developing teams like RCRN the opportunity to 
practice business-oriented development scenarios and could possibly become a step 
towards a future business career.    
It is also not only the users that benefit but also Bethesda, the game developers and 
publishers themselves benefit and can learn a thing or two from offering such modification 
capabilities. It helps them to add content into future installments as well as get an idea 
about what appeals to the players.  
Being part of this community and the RCRN Team has given me a lot of positive 
experiences regarding game development and coding but also regarding PHP, web site 
management and social media government. Lastly, but perhaps the biggest benefit, was 
getting new friends for a lifetime!   
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